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About This Game
Neuro - is a very simple and dynamic game.
In the game you will be given only 30 levels, but do not relax, you will have to sweat nobly that would win them all!
Each level is original, each level is a small test that you set for yourself.
All levels are filled with various traps, such as: saws, thorns moving walls and many others that will not let you get bored.
Pleasant minimalistic graphics in the style of neon will delight your eyes passing the whole game!
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Release Date: 4 May, 2018
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TL; DR: Neuro is a simple platformer with a pleasing neon look and inconsistent controls. It is pretty short, does not have any
options nor fullscreen and the walljumping mechanic is inconsistent. Overall grade: 3\/7
Graphics: 3\/7 Graphics are neat but extremely simple and the color palette does not change. Backgrounds are the same,
animations are sparse and very few level objects.
Sound: 5\/7 Very pleasing and soothing, in contrast with how the gameplay and controls make you feel.
Gameplay: 3\/7 The core game elements are OK, but the level design is somewhat repetitive, the difficulty curve is inconsistent
and the most unforgivable thing is that the walljumping isn't consistent enough. Sometimes you will stick to a wall and stay in
place, sometimes you will slowly slide downwards and sometimes pretty quickly. Going forward for a longer period of time will
make your cube start rotating, which will interfere with your ability to jump. Additionally, the walljumping seems to only work
with WASD keys so even though the game gives you an option to use arrow keys, you won't be able to do that if you actually
want to finish the game. Oh, I forgot about the last level. The last level is a troll level where the exit is right where you spawn,
but you can also go the hard route with obstacles to the right where you will get to the edge of the level, find nothing and have
no other option but to off yourself. Seems like a pretty big EFF YOU from the developer for trying hard. At least give us a
"Good job, you tryhard!" or sth if we choose the hard route, don't just make us waste our time. Not cool.
Story: N\/A.
Overall, I'm not happy that I'm giving this a thumbs down, but ultimately it is waaaay too short, does not have fullscreen and the
controls need to be reworked in order for this game to be enjoyable and it DOES have the potential to be an enjoyable (albeit
short) experience. I am willing to reconsider my recommendation if or when the developers decide to update the game.
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